An international team of experts has produced the most extensive book of imaging findings in gynecologic diseases on the market.

It includes state-of-the-art images with extensive correlative imaging between ultrasound (including 3D imaging), sonohysterography, hysterosalpingography, MR (including diffusion-weighted and apparent diffusion coefficient imaging), PET/CT, and gross specimens. There is a dedicated Techniques section designed to provide information on optimizing imaging protocols and enhancing diagnostic specificity.

For ease of reference and learning, diagnoses are grouped according to the organ involved: Uterus, Cervix, Vagina and Vulva, Ovary, Fallopian Tubes, and Multiorgan Disorders. Each section begins with an Introduction and Overview containing extensive illustrations of normal anatomy and variants. This is followed by a comprehensive series of chapters covering all pertinent pathologic entities, including congenital anomalies, infectious/inflammatory diseases, and benign & malignant neoplasms.

There are expanded sections on Tumor Staging with quick-reference tables, illustrations, and case examples covering TNM classification, FIGO staging, and AJCC prognostic group.

There is an entire section devoted to the hot topic of Pelvic Floor Imaging with detailed anatomic drawings and patient examples. The final section draws it all together with an illustrated list of Differential Diagnoses based on imaging findings.
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